IMPORTANT INTRODUCTORY NOTE: On using and developing this resource

The above resource does not claim to be comprehensive – though I think it’s a fairly good start. Note, too, that it is almost exclusively an academic resource – with all the limitations and narrow focus that this entails. Thus, a trawl of Britain’s Times Higher Education magazine, for example, would certainly reveal many interesting reports and feature articles that are of direct relevance to the current theme; and there will be other such magazines around the world. Such relatively ‘non-academic’ sources are not represented here – not at all because of their lesser value, but because of the sheer amount of work that would be involved in compiling such a resource with an acceptable coverage-range. In addition, book reviews and review articles have not been included in what follows – again, these would be another potentially rich and useful source for the future development of this resource (on which, see below).

The vast majority, but not quite all, of the references are written from a politically progressive, left-ist position; though it felt useful to include the occasional more ‘mainstream’ reference for its informational content. This is also an essentially indiscriminate listing, without annotation or discrimination in terms of quality or depth. Note also that where a reference could sit equally appropriately in my section # I or II, I’ve placed it in both sections (so that those consulting this resource selectively don’t risk missing an important source).

What I have assembled here does have a strong Anglo-Saxon emphasis (UK and North America), reflecting my own limited British, English-speaking identity; but some studies of countries around the world are included, and hopefully scholars and activists worldwide will soon be sending literature references pertaining to their countries and continents. Once the coverage is sufficiently wide-ranging, there’s no reason why the resource shouldn’t be rendered more reader-friendly by differentiating entries, for example by country and continent, by theme, and by date of publication. With more time, it would also be possible to sharpen up the resource, perhaps choosing some key/semitnal readings, with brief annotations as to content. So there are many possibilities… – but my crie de coeur is, let’s make this into a dynamic, living and evolving resource! It should also be noted that some of the references are available on the worldwide web (www), while many of them are, alas, only available through HE data bases, or by purchasing them online.

If you know of references and literature which should appear here but doesn’t, do please let me know at richardahouse@hotmail.com, and we will regularly update this resource so that its use to scholars of, and researchers into, the neoliberal university, and its critique, can be maximized. Also, and perhaps more important, as you publish your own critical work, or become aware of newly published material relevant to this resource, do please send in full references to it, so that they can be added immediately (perhaps under a dedicated section for ‘Recently Published Work’); thank you.

I was, and am, amazed at the sheer scale and quality of the critical literature that has been produced to date – which fact makes the comparably free, uncontested ride that the neoliberal academy has had to date all the more notable, even remarkable. There is surely an urgent need to consolidate and extend this vital body of work, in order that an compelling and convincing counter-cultural discourse
can be created, and thrust into mainstream academic thinking. If the Critical Institute can help to share, disseminate and showcase such critical writings from across the globe, it will have made a significant contribution to the fundamental paradigm change and cultural re-foundation of which the university is in such desperately need. Let a thousand (and more) critical flowers bloom!

Richard House,
Glenn Sutton, Quebec,
New Year’s Day, 2015
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